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TRANSLATING RA V ZEVIN

dishonesty (and I would suggcst Genevat

Daat as well), quite apart from the
To Till' EDITOR:

problematic contention that the change

had nothing to do with the obvious
Rabbis Zlotowitz and Scherman's

letter 122:4) on the ArtScroll translation
of Rav Zevin's The Festivals in Halachah
suffers from the same logical and ethical
difficulties as the inaccuratc translation
thcy defcnd. The response also raises the
much more fundamental issue of public

acceptance of divcrsity among our
Gedolei Torah, a problem that i pcrceive
to be the most divisive within today's
Orthodox community.

The defense boils down to three
claims: (I) The translation was done in
Israel by translators who personally were

close to Rav Zevin and knew well his
halakhic positions; (2) even Rav Lcvin
editcd his sefer between editions; and (3)
the translation is superior to the original

political ramifications of the phrase in
question.

Second, Rabbis Zlotowitz and
Scherman state that Rav Zevin himself

edited his works between publications.
The inference we are to draw, I imagine,
is that the text of IlaMoadim baHalakha
was not redacted, therefore a translator
(especially ones as close to the author as

these) had every right to do for Rav

Zevin what he did not, for somc rcason,
do for himself. Such logic is untenable.
Rav Zcvin was bless
cd with a long life
and had the zekhut to see ovcr thirty

editions of HaMoadim baHalakha in
print. Notably, for over thirty years he

chose not to remove from the book the

insofar as it reflects Rav Lcvin's final

section which the translators omitted.
Ironically, the very fact that Rav Zevin

halakhic position and his disappoint-

did revise his text on other matters

ment in the dcvclopment of Medinat

clearly undermines the credibility of the

Yisrael.

ArtScroll editors' claim: had he never

I take little comfort in the claim that
the translators wcrc close to Rav Zevin

esce to the notion that he changed his

and therefore should not bc suspected

mind in this instance but left it to others

of misrcpresentation. The translators
nowhere explain that they have altered
the text in order to "project the

most accurate possible representation of

Rabbi Zcvin's final views on all Torah
matters." I doubt that the readers appreciate not being told what requircd rcpresentation.
Bluntly put, the translators misrepresented a text written by a rccog-

nized Gadol b 'Yisrael by rcmoving
specific language they found objection-

able, and did so without alerting the
English-reading audience of their act.
This is nothing less than intellectual
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done so one might more readily acqui-

to rccord his final position. Apparently,
the translators (and editors) would have

us believe that Rav Zevin forgot, or
ncglcctcd to changc, scctions containing
vicws to which hc no longcr subscribed

and that he came to consider so personally objectionable that English readers

must be protected from knowledge of his

original words and thoughts. I fccl
extremely uncomfortable with such an

f-ssiimptinn
Finally, we are told that Rav Zcvin's

disappointment with the realitics of
Medina! Yisrael caused him, in the view
of his confidants, to changc his halakhic
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ruling regarding kri'a upon seeing the

undisputed monolith. This perspective-

hils of Judea. Oddly enough, this freshly

often called Daat Torah, dismisses all
disscnt as misguidcd at best, approach-

excavated position of Rav Zcvin's has

nothing to do with the actual deletion the
translators perpetrated. The ArtScroll
version still suggcsts that kri'a may not

ing kefira at worst. Torah is a single

bc applicable today. What is eliminated
is a rclatcd reference to the State of Israel

a uniform vicw of "all" Gedolei Torah

and an expression of joy af what Rav
Zevin pcrccivcd to be a zekhut, a divincly
granted privilege at its establishment.
Of course, no thinking Zionist is not
disappointed with aspects in thc reality

of Medinat Yisrael: our greatest drcams
arc only fulfilled in yemot haMashiah,
b'mehera b'yamenu. Undoubtedly thc
fundamental emotion to which Rav

Zevin testifies does not rclatc to the day

to day reality, but to the fact that the
IV/edina can exist in our days, and that

we are grantcd thc opportunity to strivc
for that ideaL. This is consistcnt with the
Hebrew text of HaMoadim ballalakha
as well as Rav Zevin's other writings,
such as thc cssay that recently appeared
in TRAOITION.
Here I must confess to personal

distrcss. I respect much of the non-

Zionist Orthodox perspective on the
State of IsraeL. Although, guided by my

Rebbeim, I subscribe to a different
position, I have incorporated many of
their sensitivities into my outlook. This
segment of the all-too-small Orthodox
community has much to contributc to
Klal Yisrael. Thc cditors of ArtScroll

have clearly made great eflorts to disseminate Torah to thosc unable to access

original texts. Whatever my disagreements with some editorial decisions and
approach, J do not question their ovcrall
sincerity and success. It is thus inconceiv-

drum beating a sole note.
Part of the content of Daa! Torah is

(except for those deemcd totally unacceptable) relating to the formation and
cxistenee of the Jewish State. It views the

State as b'diavad at bcst, to be manipu-

latcd by the Orthodox community for its
own agenda. Thcrc is, seemingly, no
tolerance for any view that perceives

potential religious value in the Medina,
let alone social responsibility (such as its
military dcfense).

I must stress that I do not reject
anyone's right to hold this position

however strongly I disagree with it. The
threat of this "translation," however, is

that it robs the English reader of the

words and idcas of a recognizcd Gadol
who so clearly and consistently disagreed

with thc so-called Daat Torah conception of the State of Israel as dcvoid of

religious meaning and obligation.

Who is this English reader? Surcly,
those of us privilcged to have yeshiva

training havc casy and ready access to
the "symphony" of ideas offered by past
and present Gedolei Torah. It is those
denied acccss to the primary tcxt who are

victimizcd by misleading translations
such as this.
I believe, however, that the contemporary ba-al bayit is quite capable of

grasping that onc authority's legitimate
conclusions may not be compatible with

another's. God gave the Torah to all of
Klal Yisrael. I am dismayed by those

able to me that the deletion of Rav

who wish to deny any mcmber of Klal

Zevin's words would be motivated by the

Yisrael a grasp of thc glory of our
tradition's diversity. For this reason, I

pecuniary concern that some Jews would
not purchase a book that includes favorable comments about the Slate of IsraeL.

Which leads me to a more distressing conclusion. The translators' deletion

must reject as totally inadequate the

apologia ot the ArtScroll translators and
editors.
TERRY NOVITSKY

must be the result of a conscientious

dccision to present all Torah views as an

Teancck, New Jerey
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TRADITION: A Journal of Orthodox Thought
WOMEN SAYING KADDISH
To THE EDITOR:
I was favorably imprcsscd by Joel

Wolowelsky's article on thc status of
women in Halakha (22:1; Spring 1986J.
He seems, however, to have overlooked a

serious textual difficulty. On p. 70 the
author citcs Baer Hetev, OH 132:5,

quoting Responsa Knesset Yehezkel,
and then goes on to construct a theory
about thc Baer Hetev's interpretation of

occasions from Knesset haGedola without having seen the originals in thcir

context." (Or haHayyim, Frankfurt
5659, p. 38). Vide also Meira! Enayim,

end of the introduction to Tur II M.
Rabbi Gedaliah Felder cites one of
the giants of the past generation: "As the
Rabbis have stated: 'Whoever quotcs a
teaching in the name of its author should
cnvision the author before his eyes' (JT

Shabbat i :2), so too onc could say:
'Whoever quotes a teaching in the name

R. Yehezkel Katzenelbogen's views

of a book should see the book as if it

(page 80, note 7).

were before his eyes. '" (Nahalat Devi,

R. Yehuda Ashkcnazi (thc Baer

Hetev) quotes as follows:
Resp. Knesse! YehezkeI writes that this

applies only to the son's soil but not the
daughter's son. How much more so that the

Vol. H).

(RAllBl) MOSHE ZEMER

Av Beit Din, Israel Council of
Progressive Rabbis

daughter has no kaddish at all in the

Tel Aviv

Synagogue. If they wish to form a minyan
for her they may. Vide end of Yore Deah.

JOEL B. \VOLOWELSKY RESPONDS:

Heeding his advice I checked the

Indced, paragraph 31 at the end of

source, but the last two scntcnces do no!

thc Y oreh Deah scction of the Knesset

appear in the Knesset Yehezkel. He

Yehezkel does not have the two lines

writes:

referred to by R. Ashkenazi in Baer

Jfhe left no son... but bets a son's son, only

Hetev. But they are to be found in the

then he should be given a kaddish as

paragraph which the Baer Hetev actually

compromise, i.e., not more than one daily.
. . . But the daughter's son and even more so

cited and from which I quoted directly in

others who recite kaddish on behalf of the
deceased, although they are relatives, or

column on the page preceding the one on

even his father, have no kaddish in the
Synagogue if there arc mourners. (Para-

diately following the paragraph in which

graph 31, end of Yore Deah section)

vot Ya'ir. To paraphrase Ben Bag Bag

Wolowclsky mistakenly under-

n. 7. It's in the middle of the second

which paragraph 31 is found, immc-

R. Katzcnclbogcn himsclf citcs the Hav-

stands the above citation of Baer Hetev
as a direct quotation of Knesset Yehezkel

(Avo! 5:26): Turn the page and you'll see
it's all thcrc.
On a marc scrious scholarly note, I

whcrcas it is actually an interpretation
based on a kal va-homer inference. In

would eall to the attention of readers
interested in the topic an article that

reality, it is Rabbi Ashkenazi who citcd

appeared in Hadarom, the halakhic

the Havvot Yair rather than Rabbi

journal of the Rabbinical Council of

Katzenelbogen as claimed by the author.

America, some time after I submitted my

The author, and indccd all of us,
must be diligent in checking, as wcll as

article to TRADITIO~. Rabbi Yehuda
Herzl Henkin wrote on "Amirat Kaddish

possible, thc sources we cite and avoid

Al Yedei !shah" (Issue no. 54, Sivan

second-hand quotatiúm. Let u, 1"11"11

5745, pp. 33-48). i lc offers an intcl'csting

ber Hayyim Yosef Michal's remark
about thc Magen Avraham: "In that he
was overly occupied he wrote in haste

review of the issue of womcn saying

and very briefly. This led him to copy the
thc dccisions of the Aharonim on several

his grandfathcr, Rav Yosef Eliyahu
Henkin, zal, which I had quoted as
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kaddish in the synagogue, including a

discussion of the rationale of the psak of

Communications
supporting the practicc. (Also, in the
following issue of Hadarom, no. 55, Elul

5746, Rabbi Y. H. Henkin discusscs

"Kvod HaTsibbur" and makes some
significant comments regarding women's
prayer groups.)
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